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INTRODUCTION 
The general Burnside problem has been recently settled in the negative 
by Golod and Safarevic [I]. One can still try to find sufficient conditions on 
a torsion group G to make it locally finite. This is accomplished in Theorem 
2: If G can be embedded in a ring R which satis$es a polynomial identity, then 
G is locally Jinite. 
Clearly this condition is not necessary, because the problem is a local 
one while the identity on R is global. This is of little harm; one can change 
the condition slightly to make it necessary and sufficient. We proceed in this 
way: We say that a ring R satisfies identities locally if every finitely generated 
subring of R satisfies some identity (depending on the subring). If G is a 
locally finite torsion group then the group algebra F(G) over any field F 
satisfies identities locally, as can be easily verified. Conversely, if Gis embedded 
in a ring R satisfying identities locally, a finitely generated subgroup H of G 
is embedded in a finitely generated subring of R which by hypothesis satisfies 
an identity; Theorem 2 then applies and ensures that H is finite. 
In the statement of Theorem 2 we have to be careful about the kind of 
identities holding in R, because R is not assumed to be an algebra over a 
field and we want to avoid trivial identities. If Q is a ring of operators on R 
andp=Cwtijxi/xi,, qij E Q, is the identity holding in R, we assume 
that wtijx = 0, x E R, for all wcij implies x = 0. This assumption is a natural 
one; if it is not satisfied the identity p is absolutely trivial on some nonzero 
subring of R and we cannot hope to have substantial information on this 
piece of R. The hypothesis mentioned above ensures that the nil radical 
N of R is locally nilpotent and R/N satisfies an identity with coefficients -& 1. 
In the special case when R is an algebra over a field, Theorem 2 is a 
corollary of our first theorem which is of independent interest and is entirely 
ring-theoretical. This theorem affirms that an algebra R over a field F satis- 
fying a polynomial identity is algebraic if it has a basis consisting of algebraic 
elements. 
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This result is similar in spirit and also in proof to a beautiful theorem 
of Posner [5] which says that a ring R satisfying a polynomial identity in 
which every element is a sum of nilpotent elements is nil. We notice that 
the hypothesis that R satisfies an identity is essential [2]. 
In this section, R is an algebra over a field F satisfying an identity 
with coefficients in F. 
THEOREM 1. If every element of R is a sum of elements which me algebraic 
over F, then R is algebraic over F. 
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that a E R is transcendental over F. 
For every nonzero polynomial f E F[x], f(a) # 0. The set S of these f(a) 
is a multiplicative set excluding 0; we can then enlarge 0 to an ideal P exclud- 
ing S and maximal with respect to this property. By standard arguments 
P is a prime ideal, H = R/P satisfies all the hypothesis of the theorem and 
d E H is not algebraic over F. Therefore changing our notations we can 
assume that R is prime and prove that R is algebraic in this case. This result 
applied to 17 will give us a contradiction and complete the proof of the 
theorem. 
We go back to R; R is prime, and therefore by a theorem of Posner [5] 
R has a ring of quotients Q which is a simple algebra, finite-dimensional 
over its center 23 F. We claim that 2 is algebraic over F; this will clearly 
imply that Q, and hence R, is algebraic over F. Let z E 2; as Q is a ring of 
quotients of R, z = bc-l where b, c E R, c regular. In particular zc = b, 
b, c E R, and c # 0. We consider the reduced trace of an element q of Q 
and we denote it by tr q. From the relation zc = b we clearly have z tr c = tr b. 
We claim that it is possible to substitute for the elements b, c elements 
b’, c’ E R in such a way that xc’ = b’ and tr c‘ # 0. This is done as follows. 
First we notice that there are elements in Q with trace different from 0. 
Second, RcR is an ideal in R and therefore it is an order in Q so that Q = 
ZRcR. This implies that tr RcR # (0). Let c’ = xi x,cy, , xi , yi E R be such 
that tr c’ # 0; set b’ = xi x,by, . We have then zc’ = b’ and z = tr b’ * 
(tr c’)-l. We finish the proof by showing that if a E R, tr a is algebraic 
over F. By hypothesis a = xi a, with the ai algebraic over F. Therefore 
tr(ai) is algebraic over F and so tr a = C tr(aJ is also algebraic over F. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
We now let G be a torsion group. Suppose that G is imbedded in the 
multiplicative group of invertible elements of an algebra R over a field F 
satisfying a polynomial identity. In this case Theorem 2 yields the following: 
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COROLLARY 1. G is locally finite. 
Proof. Let F(G) denote the linear span of G in R.F(G) is a subalgebra 
of R and we claim that it satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. In fact, 
if a EF(G) then a = z aigi , 0 # 01~ EF, gi E G. Now G is a torsion group 
and therefore g:i = 1 for some integer n, > 0, so that aigi satisfies the 
equation cvjnixn* - 1 = 0 and a is a sum of algebraic elements. Therefore 
Theorem 1 can be applied and so F(G) is an algebraic algebra over F (in 
fact we could have just as well taken the prime field instead of F). F(G) 
is an algebraic algebra satisfying a polynomial identity, therefore it is locally 
finite as an algebra [4]. If we take g, ,..., g, E G, the subalgebra that they 
generate is finite-dimensional over F, and the group G generated by g, ,..., g, 
is embedded in F(g, ,..., gk). At this point we can invoke a result of Burnside 
[3] which says that a torsion group embedded in a ring of matrices over a 
field is locally finite. 
As we pointed out before, we could have assumed that F is the prime 
field, therefore in characteristic p # 0, F(g, ,..., gJ is a finite ring and we 
are done even without using the theorem of Burnside. In characteristic 0 
we just reduce the problem to the case in which G is a group of matrices 
over the rationals and following the arguments of the theorem of Burnside 
we have still to do some considerable work to finish. 
II 
We want to reprove completely Corollary 1, dropping the assumption 
that R is an algebra. This section is independent of the previous one as we 
use different techniques in the proof. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a torsion group embedded in a ring R. If the additive 
group of R is jinitely generated then G is locally jinite. 
Proof. Let T be the torsion part of R, T is an ideal of R and it is finite. 
R/T is a finitely generated free module over Z, therefore R/T is naturally 
embedded in R/T & Q which is a finite-dimensional algebra over Q. Hence, 
via the regular representation of R/T ozQ, R/Tcan be embedded in a ring 
of matrices over the rationals. Therefore if G is the image of G in R/T, c 
is locally finite. Now the kernel N of the mapping G+ G is finite because 
if x E N then x = 1 + oc with 01 E T, and T has only a finite number of 
elements. Therefore the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a torsion group embedded in a ring R sat&-fying a 
polynomial identity. Then G is locally finite. 
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Proof. Let P(R) be the nil radical of R (equal to the Levitzky radical 
since R satisfies a polynomial identity). 5?(R) is locally nilpotent and R/Z(R) 
is semi-prime. Let G = G/N be the image of G in R/g(R). We are going 
to prove that G and N are locally finite; this will prove the theorem. First 
we show that N is locally finite. If g, ,...,gk EN then gi = 1 + (Y~ where 
(Y~ E 9(R). The subring of 5?(R) generated by the ai’s is nilpotent, therefore 
the additive group of the subring of R generated by the gi’s is finitely generat- 
ed. Thus Lemma 1 applies and this part is proved. 
R = R/Z(R) is a semi-prime ring satisfying a polynomial identity, therefore 
a can be embedded in a ring /1, of n x n matrices over a semi-prime com- 
mutative ring fl. 
We consider a finite number of elements of G, h, ,..., h, . Let & ,..., A, 
be the images of the h,‘s in A, . We consider the subring d of (1 generated 
by the entries of the h, . d is a Noetherian ring with no nilpotent ideals and 
there is a natural embedding v: H -+ A, where H denotes the subgroup of 
G generated by the h,‘s. Let P, ,..., Pt be the prime ideals in A associated 
with 0, and let Qi be the quotient field of AlPi . Then 0 = & Pi and A, 
is embedded in the direct sum &,(Qi), . Therefore we have the maps 
p, : A, -+ (QJn and if we call Hi the image of H under piv, H is clearly 
embedded in the product of the Hd’s. We now invoke again the theorem of 
Burnside to say that the Hi’s are locally finite. This implies that H is locally 
finite and proves the theorem. 
We have repeatedly used the following well-known fact: If G is a torsion 
group and N a normal subgroup of G then G is locally finite if and only if 
N and G/N are locally finite. 
As an application of Theorem 2 we derive the following: 
COROLLARY. If G is a torsion group with a family qS of matrix representa- 
tions such that 
(1) nIG?Yy, = 1. 
(2) The dimensions of the representations ‘pm are bounded. 
Then G is locally Jinite. 
Proof. vU maps G into (F,), the ring of n, x n, matrices over a field 
F, . Moreover there is an integ& n such that n, < n for all 01’s. Now (1) 
ensures that G can be embedded in R = na (F,), and (2) ensures that R 
satisfies polynomial identities (for instance, the standard identity in 2n 
variables). Therefore Theorem 2 applies and the corollary is proved. Again 
we may notice that (2) cannot be dropped [I]. 
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